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V597 SCORPII AND ITS NEIGHBOUR: A DOUBLE MIRA STAR?SAMUS, N. N.1; HAZEN, M. L.21 Institute of Astronomy, Russian Aademy of Sienes, 48, Pyatnitskaya Str., Mosow 119017, Russia andSternberg Astronomial Institute, University of Mosow, 13, University Ave., Mosow 119992, Russia[samus�sai.msu.ru℄2 Harvard College Observatory, 60, Garden Str., Cambridge, MA, 02138 USA[mhazen�fa.harvard.edu℄
The variable star V597 So (HV 10835) was disovered by Swope (1943) who hadlassi�ed it as a Mira variable, with the light elements Max = 2429460 + 216d � E andthe photographi range from 14:m5 to fainter than 17:m0, and published a low-qualityphotographi hart. During our work on the new version of the GCVS with improvedoordinates (f. Samus et al., 2002, 2003), we found two variable objets near the pub-lished position of V597 So on images of the US Naval Observatory Image and CatalogueArhive. The existing �nding hart did not permit us to deide whih of the stars was theoriginal Harvard variable, so we had to identify HV 10835 using the disoverer's notebooksand plates of the Harvard staks.The Figure shows the �eld of V597 So on two sky survey images in red light, retrievedfrom the USNO Image and Catalogue Arhive. The variability of two stars is quiteevident. Star 1 (R = 10:7, V = 15:66 in the GSC2.2 atalog) is the original V597 So =HV 10835. Star 2 (R = 16:85, V = 17:06) is the new variable. Their oordinates, basedupon the GSC2.2 atalog, are the following.V597 So = HV 10835 17h02m28:s44 {35Æ14047:008 (2000.0)New variable 17h02m28:s84 {35Æ14057:001 (2000.0)Thus, the two variables are only about 1000 apart.Note that, for the four red-light images (JD 2438559{2449097) available in the USNOImage and Catalog Arhive, the phases omputed with the light elements for V597 Sofrom Swope (1943) are in a narrow range (0.912{0.125), whereas both stars exhibit strongvariations of brightness (within 10.8{12.7 R for V597 So and 14.6{16.1 R for the newvariable, roughly estimated using magnitudes of �eld stars from the GSC2.2 atalog).Thus, apparently the light elements are not quite valid for either of the stars.Both stars are bright in the near-infrared range: in the 2MASS atalog, K = 5:943 forV597 So and K = 5:348 for the new variable. The new variable is also present in theIRAS Point Soure Catalog (IRAS 16591{3510). Its olors make it a possible arbon starandidate.In our opinion, both stars are probable Miras. The star assoiated withIRAS 16591{3510 seems to be too faint for Harvard plates, but it is not exluded that,
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Figure 1. The �eld of V597 So on two sky survey images in red light from the USNO Image andCatalog Arhive. Left panel: epoh 1986.2847; right panel: epoh 1993.2991. North is on top, east is tothe left. The size of both images is 10 from north to south.
near epohs of its maximum, it ould ontaminate Swope's estimates for V597 So, thusausing insuÆient auray of the light elements in Swope (1943) (or even leading tospurious elements).The work of the GCVS team is supported, in part, by grants from the Russian Foun-dation for Basi Researh (grant 02-02-16069), The Federal Sienti� and TehnologialProgram \Astronomy", the program \Unstable Proesses in Astronomy" of the Presidiumof Russian Aademy of Sienes, and the program of support for leading sienti� shoolsof Russia (grant NSh-389-2003-2). This researh has made use of the USNOFS Image andCatalogue Arhive operated by the United States Naval Observatory, Flagsta� Station(http://www.nofs.navy.mil/data/fhpix/). Thanks are due to Dr. S.V. Antipin forhis assistane during the preparation of the manusript.
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5422Kazarovets, E.V., Kireeva, N.N., Samus, N.N., Durlevih. O.V.The 77th Name-List of Variable StarsThe following orretions are needed to the list of identi�ations (Table 2).V1657 Aql: the USNO identifiation should be USNO-A2.0 900-17903132LY Dra: the SAO identifiation should be SAO 018231DU Lyn: the AFGL identifiation should be AFGL 1187OX Vir: the SAO identifiation should be SAO 138579Thanks are due to Dr. F. Ohsenbein (Strasbourg) for turning our attention to themistakes.


